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ROTUNDA
ATM Anticipated On Campus
By Anna Behnken
Rotunda Staff
Welcome to Berkeley Federal
Bank. Please enter your pin number.
This will be a familiar sight to students on campus by mid-March. 1-ongwood is entering (he ranks of larger
schools by having an Automatic Teller
Machine located on campus.
Berkeley Federal is an out of slate
bank that specializes in banking for
college campuses. The banking center includes an ATM and a computer.
Service will be provided by Wells
Fargo.

Longwood sent out requests for all
local state banks, but none were interested. Berkeley Federal will also provide free checking accounts for all
members. It is not necessary to have
an account with Bcrke ley to use MOST
cards.
Vice-Presidenl of Business Affairs,
Rick Hurley, is excited about the new
ATM, because it will offer students an
alternative to going off campus for
their banking needs. Hurley also mentioned that with the ATM being located at Lankford, it will generate

more revenue for the I-anccr Cafe.
Berkeley Federal's ATM will be
located adjacent to the new elevator
tower facing Stubbs Resident Hall.
This location was chosen because it is
well lit, and a camera pole will be
placed on the light pole for security
reasons. The constant recording by
the camera will taped and fed into a
VCR.
Berkeley Federal wants to set up
checking accounts with students in
hopes that they will become long term
customers of the bank. Mr. Hurley

does not know bow successful Berkeley Federal will be in getting accounts
this semester, but he believes in time
more incoming students will open
accounts.
Longwood senior Kevin Fox said,
"the ATM will be a positive note for
students, but I will continue to use my
bank for the rest of the semester." In
the future, Berkeley will likely serve
as competition for local banks.
The Student Government Association was instrumental in the pursuit and placement of the ATM.

Panel Addresses Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Issues

Lancer sophomore forward Benji Webb, who averaged 18.3 points and 9.3
rebounds in three Longwood men's basketball victories last week, has been
named Player of the Week for the second time this year. See story on page 6.

Police Chief Believes
Campus Remains
Safe Despite Crime
Increases
By Krissy Poc
Rotunda Staff
Chief James Huskey heads a force
of twenty trained, state-certified police officers. Ten of them work part
time and must go through a period of
Field training that includes working
with an experienced officer to learn
the campus grounds and buildings.
Work for these officers continues
throughout the weekend and during
holidays.
Crime on campus, according to
Huskey, has increased slightly. He
attributes this increase to a trend not
limited to Longwood. Comparing
our campus to larger campuses, he
stales that ours is no more crime ridden or unsafe, and may even be safer
because of its small size and rural
location.
The Farmville Police Department
works with one specific officer from
the Longwood Campus Police Department to control alcohol-related
incidents. On and off campus, this
team catches an average of five to
fifteen violations on any given weekend, ranging from possession to driving under the Influence.
Huskey is not convinced that Longwood has a significant problem with
alcohol. Farmville Police, he says,
disagrees. He says tliat the alcohol
consumption here is comparatively
no more of a problem than at odier
institutions.
Most of the crimes on campus are
larcenies The number of reported
larcenies has increased somewhat over
the past year The campus police

By Jennie Fennell
Editor In Chief
Is it a disease? What's it like to feel
violently discriminated against? Why
are people scared? Why does the
media present it negatively?
These and a hoard of other questions concerning homosexuality were
addressed during the Gay/Ixsbian/
Bisexual Panel discussion held in the
Student Union on Sunday. February
6.
Although the audience was disappointingly small, nearly everyone had
something to say. Fach person introduced himself or herself and stated the
reasons for coming to the discussion.
Many members of the audience were
Resident Assistants, and there was a
mix of heterosexual and homosexual
people Most were there in hopes of
understanding the issues and discovering ways to alleviate blatant discrimination.
Many students were interested in
finding out how longwood compares
with other colleges with the issues of
tolerance and acceptance of the gay
community. The three panelists, Eric
K inch. Julie Caplan, and Jamie Willis
attend Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond. They were quick
to point out that in their urban community, people pay more attention to

provides students with an opportunity
to prevent successful larceny with the
program, "Operation Identification "
Through this program, an engraver is
lent out to students wishing toengrave
their names and social security numbers on important belongings.
A more serious offense committed
on campus is assault and battery There
arc only a small number of assaults on
campus, and the perpetrators arc more
likely to be visitors to the campus
rather than students. Huskey explained
that these incidents are stressful and
always bring on much understandable
pressure from the I .ongwtxxlcommunity to find the assailants and maintain
safety on campus.
The most potential for danger on
campus exists from 10pm Friday until
4am Saturday and then 10pm Saturday until 4am Sunday.
In his six years as Chief of Police,
Huskey believes he has increased security for the campus on weekends.
Huskey would like to continue making improvements to ensure safety on
the campus.
Desired improvements include hiring more active officers, increasing
electronic surveillance throughout the
campus, and providing better lighting
for (he entire campus.
Also, the possibility of installing a
new security system for entry into the
residence halls is being considered
due to the recent increase of maintenance problems with the current security system.

Safety measures are under construction for the addition of the new
teller machine in Lankford Student
Union. Upon request from the campus police, there will be a video system and an emergency phone installed
to protect students using the ATM.
Already in progress is the escort
service provided to students when
walking alone could be dangerous or
when walking is impossible due to
injury or illness. An escort would be
refused only during inclement weather,
like the ice storm during ihe first week
of school, or if there is a police investigation in progress.
Also, there are individual officers
working with specific safely problems and providing their time to students willing to learn about protecting
themselves. Officer Sandy I inch deals
with women's issues and gives instruction in self defense. Sergeant
Andy Rhodes works to help residents
make dorms safer and crime-free.
The campus police department
works with and maintains communication with the Prince Iulward County
Police Department, the HampdcnSydney Campus Police IX-partmcnl,
andiheFarmvillePolicc. Whenaskcd,
(he I .ongwoodcampus police will help
the Farmville police with D.U.I, checkpoints, but (his is not routine and
OOBan only about twice each year.
Considering their activities,
Huskey feels that with his effective
police force, 1 .ongwtxxl is a safe community.

defending themselves on the streets
and concentrating on making a living
instead of worrying about everyone
else's personal lives. The audience
collectively sighed as thoughts of
Longwood's conservative altitudes
circulated.
UNITY. Longwood's Gay/I-esbi.ni/Bisexual support group, keeps
its membership secret, because unfortunately, it isdangerous tocomeoutof
the proverbial closet in such a small,
often inflexible community. UNITY
does not currendy receive any funding from LmgWOOd, unlike similar
organizations at some institutions. At
VCU. the Sexual Minority Student
Alliance has an active membership,
weekly meetings, and provides acomfortable environment for people to
rttorlntfi oi talk about their sexual orientations. According to the panelists,
(he goals include educating by hitting
the mainstream, planning activities,
and acting as a safe, understanding
haven for gays and supporting
straights.
One of the points emphasized was
that being gay is not just about sex.
"Hey, it's only part of my life," said
Caplan. Members of the audience
were asked to call out typical gay

stereotypes as Caplan wrote them on
the board. Almost every slur had to do
with gender switching and the act of
sex.
All of the panelists experienced
heterosexual relationships in the past
but knew it did not feel natural for
them. According to the speakers, it is
possible for gay people to date people
of the opposite sex, but many times it
is done in attempt to convince oneself
that he or she is straight and not gay.
When gay people finally realize they
are more comfortable in a same-gender relationship, there is a union of the
heart and the head as they finally
accept who they really are.
All three panelists had family difficulties with the subject. One said
that his parents have cut him off finan cially and will barely speak to him,
another said that he has never told his
parents, although they probably know,
and the other said her mother threw a
turkey at her when she found out.
Five years later, her family has accepted the fact that she is a lesbian, but
many people are not so fortunate.
Why does homophobia exist?
Many have been (aught that being gay
is wrong, and the Bible has been interpreted by some asevidence. One term

brought up was institutional
homophobia, which means that the
stereotypes start on "levels of authority" and trickle down until they are
accepted. For example, someone said
the faculty at Longwood generally
docs not support gay rights. It's not
okay to bring up gay issues, said another.
One member of the audience inquired about interracial dating within
the gay community. The response
was that it is much more accepted than
with straight people, because part of
their focus is to break down walls of
discrimination.
As of now, it is not legal for gay
couples to marry in Virginia. One
problem with this is taxes, because
single people are taxed more heavily
than those with spouses. Eric and
Jamie have been together lor two years,
and they eventually want to adopt
children. According to the couple
there should be no discrimination as
long as the family is loving and secure.
Junior Donna Pope said, "People
should just appreciate and accept their
presence here. It's just another way of
living, and different doesn't mean
bad-

Extentlon Of STOA Hours Alleviates Student Distress
By Jennifer Capstraw
Rotunda Staff
Catherine Berlin-Nightengale, a
Longwood commuter student became
distraught on the morning of January
24 upon discovering the 24-hour study
lounge had been closed.
As every Ixmgwood student and
faculty member knows, classroom and
office space is scarce and in demand,
though the renovation of Lancaster
should alleviate this problem in (he
i mm.
As of the beginning of this
semester, the 24-hour study lounge,
located in Barlow across from the
Registrar's Office, is being used as
office space for Academic Affairs.

What about Mrs. BerlinNightengale and others in her predicament? Berlin-Nightengale must arrive on campus as early as 5 AM so her
husband can participate in Reserve
OfficersTrainingCorpsphysical training. Without access to the 24-hour
study lounge, she mast wait alone in
her car until the Library opens.
Berlin-Nightengale immediately
informed Phyllis Mable, Vice President of Student Affairs, of the situation and posed some solutions to the
problem.
As of Monday, February 7, the
STOA adjacent to the library, will

remain open 24 hours and be patrolled
regularly by campus police.
There's good news for resident students using study lounges within the
residence halls as well. According to
Mable, each residence hall council
will soon designate a particular room
in that hall as a study area and provide
new furniture and computers accessible (o all residents of the hall.
Hall Councils are currently determining what arrangements would best
suit their residents, keeping costs in
mind. All furniture and computers
should be installed and in use by September.

Thatcher Installed As W&M's Chancellor
WII.I.IAMSBURCi. Va. (AP) —
lady Margaret Thatcher, the former
British prime minister, has been installed in the ceremonial post of chancellor of the College of William and
Mary.
"It would be hard (o think of a place
that better exemplifies the relationship between Britain and America,
not only in name but in moral purpose," Mrs. Hutehct told the crowd
of 5.000 that attended Saturday' s Charter Day ceremony. "It is in this spirit
(hat I am proud to serve as your chancellor."
Mrs. Thatcher succeeds former U.S.
Supreme Court Warren Burger in the
seven-year post. She is the first woman
to hold (he post Her duties will in-

"It is in our willingness to defend
clude presiding over such events as
(hose principles, and when necessary
Charter Day and graduation.
fight for them, that Britain and
Known for her no-nonsense style, America serve as a beacon to the
Mrs. Thatcher's speech had some whole world.
"The uncertainty of relations belighter moments.
tween
nations and the hatUcs for power
She said "the late unpleasantness"
within
nations have left us at a preof the American Revolution could
have been avoided. "If (here'd been a carious point in world affairs," she
woman prime minister at 10 Downing said. "The next few years, indeed the
Street at (he lime, it would have been next few months, will be critical for
(hose new nations struggling with the
handled so very much beuer "
"Bui let me hasten to add that all is responsibilities of their unaccustomed
forgiven, you' ve done such a wonder- freedom.
ful job. No hard feelings." she said.
In a more serious vein, Mrs. I hatcher "It is for this reason above all others
said the United States and Great Brit- ili.it (he special relationship between
ain must M.mil together to defend the Britain and the United Stales must be
nourished and nurtured."
principles of dcimxracy
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PERSPECTIVES
The
Rotunda

Counting Flowers On The Wall
It's after midnight, and it's any given day during the week. The only audible noises are the
whistle of the train and a few random howls from roving inebriated students. Every restaurant in
Fannville has closed, there are no clubs where people of all ages can go, the park on Buffalo street
closes at dark (and only 12 and under are supposed to be there), and even the library is closed. After
contemplating whether or not it's worth it to drive all the way to Dunkin' DonuLs in Richmond, the
average student usually surrenders his or her nocturnal tendencies and just goes to sleep.
Farmville genuinely needs a 24-hour cafe.
There is such a breed of human beings who must operate at night, because that's when they're
inspired. Unfortunately, if one decides to drive to a diner in Richmond after all, one must take
caution as to not hit any cows that roam the streets at night.
Many students use the wee hours as a time to socialize and order pizza. The only delivery
restaurant is Domino's, although it's not clear why Domino's has a monopoly in this town. Some
students have even written to pizza places in other locations, asking them to please open a store

The Rotunda welcomes letters and opinion pieces from all members of the
I ong wood College community on issues of public interest. Submissions
must be typewritten, printed, or on a Macintosh compatible disk composed
of 600 words or less, and must include the writers name, address, and
telephone number. This information is for verification purposes only. The
writer's name will be printed with his or her submission unless the Rotunda
is requested and given a valid reason to withhold that information. We
reserve the right to edit the length and content of submissions. Mail to:
Editor In Chief
The Rotunda
LC Box 2901
Fannville, VA 23909

in Farmville.
Letters to the Editor and Opinion pieces do not necessarily reflect
The demand is certainly here, so it would be interesting to see what would happen if a few
the opinions of the Rotunda. Signed pieces reflect the opinion of
restaurants extended their hours. Some wish that the Cheese Factory would stay open longer, and
the author. The purpose of this page is to provide a forum for
others claim they would frequent Shoney's if only it didn't close so early. One student has even
public discussion of issues, events, organizations, or persons.
said, "Why couldn't Shoney's be a Denny's restaurant instead?" Denny's has a national alwaysopen policy.
Hunger is not the main reason people yearn for all-night diners. There is something comforting

'Building Bombs' Very Disturbing

about a place where the lighting is not too bright, the dinner-rush is not in full force, the coffee is

Editor, Rotunda:
A documentary was shown on PBS
television stations after much public
pressure called "Building Bombs." It
was very disturbing! Evidently, the
corporation (DuPont) which contracted with the federal government
to build nuclear weapons at the Savannah River plant buried nuclear
waste in cardboard boxes and left
liquid waste exposed in open pits.
Turtles lived in these open pits and
became radioactive. Then, there was
the rather comical spectacle of company officials chasing radioactive
mules across the countryside. I kept
wondering what would have happened
if more mobile animals like birds had
become radioactive.
One legacy of the Cold War is
extensive radioactive contamination
of the United States soil at Hanford,
Rocky Flats, Savannah River, and
numerous other places. The Soviet
I Inion dumped nuclear waste into the
Arctic Ocean and, more recenUy, into
the Sea of Japan.
This is sheer madness, and the
rationalization for it is asanine as well!
The United States claimed it was protecting democracy from communism,
but that lie was exposed by the numerous fascist dictatorships the United
States supported and sometimes
brought to power through the CIA.
I think there are three real reasons
for the Cold War. First, I believe the
economic elite in the United States
were intensely afraid of a philosophy,
namely socialism, which threatened

always good, and night owls can congregate.
Most college towns have coffee shops, so it doesn't seem fair that Farmville, with its two
colleges, should lack such a feature. Wow—what about a record store/coffee shop, with weekly
poetry slams and small bands?
"But this is Farmville" is the typical response.
Exactly. That's why we need a 24-hour coffee shop.
All opinions expressed in unsigned editorials represents the majority opinion of the editorial board.

Apathy Frustrates WLCX DJs
By Jeffrey Soreasen
Rotunda Staff

l"he response was a simple one
from Neil, a I)J for WLCX'l Soul
Assassin show, "I don't get much."
IIK eomplaint stems from the lack of
audience response that the station receives, and several DJs complain it is
a majoi problem Out according to a
report put out last semester by the
publicity office til the station. Wl .('X
was interested in becoming more involved with the campus and wished to
receive responses from students, both
as a means to evaluate their effectiveness and to improve radio shows
through requests
Although the station is still working on becoming more involved with
campus life, such as sponsoring bands
.ii Ltmg Shot: and the Second Annual
n.in.IICM in I aiikford Student I Inion
on April() of this semester, the truth is
that then* is still very little interaction
between the station and students on a
personal level, liven Tuna WLCX'l
audience participation talk show, reu'lvcil such rnxir response last week
that one of the DJs of the show became
so furious that he told the listeners
"screw you," and refused to speak or

put phone calls on for the rest of the
show.
Not all of the DJs, however, spoke
negatively about a lack of response,
(hie particular DJ, PE94, even claims
that he receives encouragement from
listeners, both while on the air by
phone and from students personally
during the day PGM is fearful that
some DJs might regard response as a
way to pat themselves on the backs
and seek vain approval instead of doing their shows for other reasons.
According to PK94, a DJ should be
doing the show for the personal satisfaction of being able to introduce new
music to the campus instead of for
name recognition.
The complaints of the lack of audience response, however, are still apparent
When Mike Klepper, the Music
Director and the DJ Big Brother, was
asked to comment, he said, "I am sick
and tired of all (he lucking idiots who
say our station sucks but never give us
any ideas on how to make it better."
Klepper's attitude goes back to the
opinions of the publicity report, and
he feels that (he station might become
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stunted in i(s growth to better itself if
it docs not receive any feedback from
the audience. Another DJ, Diamond
Dave, said, "It's good, but it should be
a hell of a lot better considering the
amount of lime we put into the stauon."
According to some of the DJs, audience response is valued as a way to
ensure that DJs are constantly staying
in touch with the campus, and thai
their efforts are appreciated. For this
reason, most of die DJs who were
interviewed claim that the lack of response is die chief reason why they
are becoming "burned out" and frustrated with their jobs.
A quick census of students during
meals on campus revealed an interesting fact die majority of students that
were asked could not provide any valid
reason why the responses were low.
Most claimed that they were not even
listeners, and even a few stated that
they were not even aware that there
was a radio station on campus at all.
Apparently the low audience response stems from both the apathy
and the small size of the actual audi- I'ditor. Rotunda:
ence.
Enclosed is a summary of the Clinton administration's major accomplishments to date. I hope you find it
useful as you review the Presidents
first year in office. By any objective
measure, that year has been enorOS QCMT?1
mously productive. The President has
worked hard to refocus the national
government on addressing the problems and needs of all Americans:
* He fought for a lough federal
budget that brought lower interest
rates, making it easier to buy a car or
refinance a home mortgage:
* Proposed and won a passage of
a lax cut for full-time, low-wage workers—making sure that work is belter
paid than welfare. Thai program also
created new incentives to help small
businesses invest and create jobs;
* Introduced major legislation to
ensure health security for all Americans, while making the system work
better and cost less;
* 1 -ought for passage of a crime

their tremendous wealth and power.
Second, the corporations in the military-industrial complex were making
very large profits from weapons production. Third, capitalist economies
do not function well without massive
government spending. Since spending on social programs is not considered "macho" and smacks of "socialism," this government spending had
to be weapons production.
Now mat the Cold War is over, I
fear greaUy that the American People
will again be deceived into accepting
some future rationalizations for a
continuing arms proliferation. Will it
be terrorism, making other countries
"stable" or defeating narcotics dealers
or warlords? I don't know, but I have
a gnawing suspicion that something
will be invented.
Must we have even more radioactive waste buried in cardboard or
dumped at sea so that (he rich can gel
even richer and alleviate their fears
about the spread of socialism or so the
transnational corporations can complete their world domination? I hope
with all my heart that the American
people are not so complacent apathetic, and uncritical and illogical in
their thinking as to accept this future
prognosis!

Black Box Theatre, Jarman Studio
Tickets Available In Jarman Theatre Office
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Editorial Policy
bill that will put 100,000 more police
on the street;
* Reasserted American's leadership in foreign policy by working to
expand world trade, jobs and exports,
and promoted democracy, market reform, and human rights.
* Maintained strong armed forces,
strengthened security lies, and extended efforts to halt weapons proliferation, reaffirming our commitment
to a robust national defense.
The President has also addressed
some of the moral challenges gripping
America today: the problems of violent crime, the breakdown of the family, and the disappearance of spirituality from modem life. As the President
said in his New Year's Day Radio
Address this year, "For too long, we've
been coming apart instead of coming
together. In 1993, we began to reverse
that and I'm grateful."
Mark D. Gearan, The White House

SPECIAL OLYMPICS
Thursday, 2/10 6:30pm
Fri. & Sat., 2/11-12 7pm
Sunday, 2/13 2pm

Founding Editor, 1920
Helen Skillman

• Editorial Board Member

Sincerely,
Gary Sudborough
13824 FidlerAve.
Bellflower, CA 90706
310925-4628

■

Sunday, February 13, 1994
2:00pm Lancer Hall

As Is

Longwood College
Sox 2901
Farmville, VA
23909
E-mail:
rotunda@KvcvmlJwcedu

All social & service organizations are welcome.
EVERYONE come support this event!
" ■»»

The regular deadline for
articles is 5:00 p.m. Friday
prior to the Tuesday publication date. Materials to be
submitted for consideration
should be placed in the envelopes inside the publication office's door on groundfloor Lankford or mailed.
Letters, personals, etc. must
be received by 2:00 p.m. Saturday.
All materials submitted
become the property of the
Rotunda.
The Rotunda is distributed free of charge on campus, and is available by firstclass mail for$15persemester.
The Rotunda reserves the
right to edit all materials submitted for publication.
The Rotunda is an Associated Collegiate Press and
Columbia Scholastic Press
Association award-winning
member newspaper. Questions or comments should be
directed to our offices at
(804) 395-2120 or faxed to
(804) 395-2237.
Memhfr
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Research works.

Associated Collegiate Preu

American Heart
Association <»

Columbia Scholastic
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Virginia College Editor's Exchange
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CITIZEN ?

Watson Shines In RISE

I AM HEREBY * GLOBAL CITIZEN, RESIDENT OF EARTH

By PE94 and SEVIL
I am an International Citizen
I shouldn't even have to say it.
Citizen of the world.
Human being resident of EARTH.
Your countries and borders
are stories and lines on maps.
I live on EARTH and am an
International Citizen

I RESERVE THE RIGHT TO MAINTAIN A PERSPECTIVE
THAT QOES BEYOND CONVENTIONAL BORDERS.
I RESERVE THE RIQMT TO LIVE HERE PEACEFULLY.
FREE FROM PARTICIPATING IN ANY KINO OF
POLITICAL MANIPULATION
DATE

SIGNATURE
WITNTSS

COPY FREELY

•THIS CARD SHOULDN T EVEN HAVE TO EXIST

Global citizenship—what is it? Within this complex world we line in, our perception or reality is nothing more than
the layering of information upon information. Unfortunately, our perception of reality has gone so far as to cause
divisions, discrimination, and hatred within the human race.
Global citizenship is a conceptual idea that wc as human beings accept; we arc human and nothing more than human.
We reserve the right to look past conventional borders and boundaries that serve to contain and control us. We are
residents of EARTH and reserve the right to live peacefully, free from participating in any form of political
manipulation.
When I say conventional borders, I also imply such boundaries and racial, gender, and sexual divisions. I'm not
While, nor Black, nor Asian, but a human being and a global citizen. I'm not American, German, South African.
Brazilian, or a citizen of any nationality, but rather a resident of EARTH—a global citizen.
We ask you to join us in this conceptual search for identity. Denounce your citizenship and embrace true reality,
become a global citizen. We encourage you to sign. copy, and help distribute this card. First of all. this card should
never have been made or needed but here it is. Sign this card as testimony that you will make the effort to work for
the breakdown of false realities.
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By Catherine Berlin-Nightengale
Rotunda Staff
F.velyn Cox who KOdl her daughter
Jamantha Willianvs Watson's per- Rose to elementary school on the I irsi
formance Tuesday February 1 began day of integration.
with a note of confusion. Watson
Ms. Watson slipped a bil of foreentered the stage in a black leotard and shadowing into the story as Mrs. Cox
skirt proclaiming that she was bom in prayed for her child" s safety. Watson's
the Congo. A few Biblical references voice shook with tension as she exlater the audience was able to figure haled at the end of the prayer.
out that Ms. Watson's character was
lhe child, Rose, is killed someGod. Her egotistical version of the how and Mrs. Cox rushes to her baby's
Christian deily spouted off lists of her side. Ms. Watson's powerful acting
accomplishments to no one in particu- ability surfaced at this point. Watson
lar.
collapsed on the stage floor, clutching
Ms. Watson, a graduate of Prince her side and forehead. She embraced
Edward County High School, spoke her imaginary child's lifeless body
easily with the audience as she and let out a silent scream of misery
switched roles to that of the male in
Watson, who hits an undergraduDunbar's "Negro Love Song." This ate degree from Hampton University
vignette was followed by a brief read- and attended graduate school at Viring—that is all the out of place perfor- ginia Commonwealth University, remance of Langston Hughes's "I too covered from her tearful role while
Sing America" could be called. The she changed housecoats to become
poem was spoken without much en- yet another mother figure. Her face
thusiasm or explanation.
remained wet even as she joked about
The evening became much more a mother's method of curing her chillively as Ms. Watson kicked off God's dren by giving them "cures."
high heels and donned a pink flowThe role of this mother began with
ered housecoat while singing a gospel an elaboration on die "cure" concept
tune absent-mindedly to represent Mrs. as Ms. Watson's character gave ha
child a dose of lurpendne, molasses,
■TaidAdvtrtismtntand COd liver oil, along with an orange
rr
tocure a cough, lhe molhereven asks
a visiting religious man if he is "cleaning himself out all right."
The mother ages twenty years in a
moment of sleep. A difficult thing to

W
-i^MM^L

A <Dozen "Roses -Onty $27.95!
Choose from a wide variety of
floral Arrangements
'Delicious Judge in 'Heart-shaped or Decorative 1 lb.
boxes, Stuffred Animals, (Balloons, and Cards.

Your One Stop Valentine's Day Shop!
Open M-F 10am-8pm
Sat. & Sun. 12-8pm
395-2640

Lancer Cafe
from ttie (,. nir

CaJe Burgar Big burftr sfrvrd with frwh ktluct tomato mayo, nd American chert*
2.39
With a Tvtat VUKr UV calf burgtr a Muanrooni & Swiss or bacon chersburRtr lor only
2 69
Rancbrr• rs«^s— *f**if' Our breaded chicken breast melted provolone. crisp lettuce:
t.nuu> baron, and ranch war RXCEUfcYT
—_
335
simpleton's Qiacfcen: The same spicy breaded chicken breast on a fresh bun with lettuce.
tonulo. and HVA
- -.— —..———...—
- - 320
Juat a Uttat dUlaem. Make it parmesan with paMaVM and mannara sauce 3.15
Tanfy Marinated Chlcaan. Marinated in a ung> Italian sauce and served on a seasme
seed sub wahlemax and innaui , ,
...
2&t
Cafe Club: Breaded chicken breast American cheese lettuce, tomato and bacon on 3 slices
ol wheat bread Served with a side erf ranch sauce-What a creation
.
326
Juat UM Plain Ot* OiaV. RI»MI llrrl llam or Turkey and all the other rrsular club stuff
2 99

Love one another; as I havel
loved you.
-John 13:341

do for any actor. Ms Watson pulled
this ol I on stage even as she spoke her
lines Watson applied make-up to age
her skin. The older she appeared to
be. the older WatBOO's voice sounded
lhe mother emerges as a grandmother who is "going to ,i eeiemony "
At the eeremiMiy Watson layi through
her character those things which she
believes helped her live to age ninetynine.
The grandmother recommends that
one "prayls) .ill the time to the I ord."
be "cra/y" about one's health, "tike
cod liver oil every day." "drink water," "eat vegetables;" and "every once
in a while have a Dig Mac "
Watson wound up the night by
having her character die gnuidmother
relate what her own gnuidmother told
her long ago.
Watson's voice rang out in Wy gal' ■
tiny auditorium, lhe grandmother
told the audience directly: "I'm IIKchild who crossed the w ide sea T m
the woman who worked in the field .
. All the dark ones in die world, you
remember my pain, my despair, my
years, heavy with sorrow Make of
those years a torch for tomorrow "
lhe audience responded to the per
formancc with a standing ovation.
"She really looked like an old
woman—it was totally different from
anything I' ve ever seen at 1 ongwood."
Waltice Ix'c, a senior Art and Spanish
major said.
"It had a lesson for everybody,"
FREE T-SHIRT DESIGNS
added April Thompson, a junior in
-Designs by Kappa Pi & An Sociology and Pre-I aw.
Works, Inc.
Tina Southall. a senior Biology
-Requests at least one month major, was skeptical when she first
saw the poster "But she's great, she
in advance.
really got her point across All people
-Any club or Greek organiarc equal. You can be wliatever you
zation designs welcome.
want. It doesn't matter what your
-For more info call 395-4071 background is."

or 392-7452.

The Bookstore is Now
Returning Textbooks to
Publishers.
Anyone Who Still Needs
To Purchase Textbooks
Should Do So
Immediately!

Ha. *#M

M
1 ttu

"*
,

Books may be returned to
the Bookstore through
Thur., Feb, 17, with a
class drop slip and cash
register receipt.
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Chinese New Year • Valentine's Day
tf\ Dinner Special d£
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FREE Order or Nachos with
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125 (t C(
■ourmet Dessert.
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Buritto Supreme & 200S. drink
purchase.
*■— — 02. "2? — .S!2R5? —

500 Off Any Burger.

Bring in an Earth Mug. | A ^ .
Free Refill with purchase. | Z3£
ta«. cm tar iw m —a « «" — °—
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Off Potato Skins.
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featuring our Buffett!
•Shanghai Chicken •Steamed Shrimp •Roast Beef
Chinese, Afghan crti American dishes

\
•Variety of

10% Off Every Wed. Night With LC ID!
Special good 2/10 thru 2/14/SM
1924331
■W 2I04S Main St / Nwl to the ( finl"H Inn
■ I
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Is This Thing
Called Internet?
Ry Klizabcth Web*
Associated Prevs
Given ihc cuncnt frenzy about the
"InformationSuperhighway."it scasy
to imagine a massive new technology
iusi around the OSMT, along with tars
ihat navigate themselves and picture
telephones.
Out actually, it's already here, and
then are a good 20 million people
happily using it every day.
I Spending how you define it, the
Internet has existed since the early
19701, used mostly by scientists, college students, engineers and people at
computer companies around the
I tailed Suites
But in the last year, as a critical mass
of computers, software, public access
services and users has been reached,
the Internet has jumped into view as a
part of American culture.
Now it seems to be popping up everywhere—business cards are sprouting electronic mail addresses, and
bookstores are full of manuals that
will gel you logged on and revved up.
Hut while everyone seems to he
talking about the Internet, exactly what
the Net and its associated parts actually are and what they can do is less
dear.
Ihe Internet actually isn't a single
entity. There is no Internet, Inc., no
Internet headquarters, no one central
clearing house.
It's more like an infrastructure, a
massive highway and byway system
tliat connects the smallest hamlet to
the largest city. It Is the sum total of all
the computer networks in the world.
Connected by information sent on
DOOM lines.
1 or many people, though, it's not
just about the computers that are connected, but also the people all over the
world those computers connect.
Think of it as a vast sea of informa-

UVA Eliminates Rh

Whrlt

tion and people—a house party for the
planet with rooms opening off of
rooms full of people animatedly discussingeverything from nuclear physics to the best place to buy motorcycle
parts in Albuquerque.
That's not all that's going on. Walk
away from the party into other parts of
the house (or the town, think of it any
way you like) and you'll find whole
libraries, catalogs full of information
and lists of software programs you
can lake to your home computer to do
anything from figure your taxes to
plot the flight of the space shuttle.
Say you want the latest weather in
Philadelphia. You can call up the city's
local weather from the National
Weather Service on-line weather report.
What if you're looking for a
storybook you read as a child because
you want to give a copy to your
nephew? You can log into the Library
of Congress catalog and find out exactly when and where it was published.
If it's out of print there are several
book discussion groups whose members would probably be more than
happy to point you to good used bookstores nearby which might have a copy
— and probably tell you a few stories
about their favorite childhood books
as well.
All of these things and more are
possible on the Internet. Some require
more experience than others. B ut gi ven
some persistence and a little patience,
anyone with a computer and a phone
line can access the world of
cyberspace In C)n the Net, I'll be
discussing what's out there and how
ordinary people can get to it.

etoric And Communications Studies Department

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va (AP) has only three tenured professors.
—Ihe University of Virginia's Board
A committee report said the departof Visitors has voted to close (he de- ment is "as fragmented as die joint
partment of rhetoric and communica- department name suggests" and its
tions studies to save money.
course of study "is now so well inteRay Nelson, dean of the faculty of grated into other studies that a sepathe College of Arts and Sciences, told rate department is no longer necesthe board Friday that eliminating the sary."
department would save the university
The department's six nontenured
$800,000. The university has a goal of faculty members will lose their jobs
cutting $1.5 million from its annual next year, said Bernard Mayes, director of the department. The tenured
budget.
Nelson said a committee that stud- professors will be transferred to other
ied the closing had concerns about the departments.
condition of the department, which
The department offers a range of

Video Views & Reviews
(AP) — "Kalifornia" (PolyGram.
Priced for rental. Rated R)

It's not surprising that the director
of "Kalifornia" started out making
music videos. His film has about as
much intellectual content as two hours
of MTV.
Dreadful dialogue, painfully pretentious hipsters and a poinUess story
about a really vile guy combine to
make "Kali forma" a must-miss destination on your video map.
Brad Pitt reprises the sleazy, amoral
creep that made him famous in
"Thclma & Louise." only this time
around, there's none of the sexy boyish charm. Instead, be embellishes his
character with so much grime and
snorting and foul behavior that his
performance borders on caricature.
Pitt plays Early Grayce, an ex-con
who picks his toes at the dinner table
and is willing to break a bottle over
anyone's head at a moment's notice.
He seems to be a hothead just for the
sport of it — something of a rebel
without a clue.
With his hopelessly dimwitted girlfriend, Adele (Juliette Lewis), he's
hoping to leave behind his oppressive
trailer home and a sadistic parole officer. He spots his ticket out on a
bulletin board notice looking for some-

one to share the expenses of a road trip
toCaliforniaC'Kalifornia!" as the card
proclaims with a trendy wink).
The card was placed by Brian (David
Duchovny), a writer researching a
book on famous serial killers. He and
his photographer girlfriend, Carrie
(Michelle Forbes), want to visit all the
bloody killing sites throughout the
country, ending up in California.
Cr.nie, a woman with a perpetual
sneer, takes graphic photographs of
sex acts with a violent edge. When she
can't get them published, her boyfriend comforts her by saying they
weren' t meant for the masses anyway.
These terminally trendy poseurs live
in a stylishly bleak loft space and
nibble cold Chinese food in their
heavy-handed quest for Art.
Improbably, Brian and Carrie —
desperate to leave and having no other

TEACHING TOOLS
Featuring
Handwriting Tablets, Theme A
Resource Books, Bulletin Board
Supplies, Idea Books, Borders,
Craft Supplies, Charts, Poster
Board, and Stickers
•We can special order!
213 Wewf Third/392-7667
OPEN Mon.-Sat. 10-6pm

Mrs. Virginia - Psychic Palm Reader
What's in the stars for you?
Will you find love, success
and happiness?
Are you dealing with
the right people?
The answers to the questions
you are asking are just a
phone call away.'

Elizabeth Weise can be reached at
weise at weli.sf.ca.us

BUY UNITED STATES
SAVINGS BONDS

JOBS

CALL 392-4849

Sprvire Master of Farmville

We clean carpet, furniture,
auto interiors, student/
faculty rooms or houses.
Call 392-6661!
SPRINGBREAKpackages. PROMOTE on campus or SIGNUP
NOW for rooms. $129 up.
Daytona, Panama, Cancun, etc.
Call CMI 1-800-423-5264
••••SPRING BREAK *94****
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
Florida, Padre! 110% lowest Price
Guarantee! Organize 15 friends
and your trip is Free! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800)328-7283.
OPEN FORUM: The Elevation of Women's Soccer
to the Longwood Lancer Intercollegiate Athletics Program. Thursday, Feb. 17,
lpm. Lankford ABC Rooms
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+ per month
working for Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Summer and
Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessary. For
more information call:
Cruise Employment Services
(206) 634-0468 ext. C5338

w

Dress for the
Formal Occasion

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
FISHERIES - Students Needed' Many
earn $2.000i/mo in canneries or
$3,000-$6,000«/mo on fishing vessels
Many employers provide room & board
and transportation
Over 8.000
openings' No eiperirnce necessary!
Male or Female For more info call

1-206-545-4155 ext.A5338
Student Employment Services

TERRY'S
BAKERY
113 N. Main Street
I armville. Virginia

Cocktail Dresses
Tuxedos
Accessories

Bridals, Formals I & Tuxedos

j

SALE

CRUISE

Caruns

392-8639
Order your 'Heartshaped cakes and
cookies foryour
Sweetheart!

213 N. Main Street
Farmville, Virginia 23901

1815 W. Third St.

SALE

courses on speeches and the media
including History of Communication,
Public Speaking and the Rhetoric of
the United Nations. It will remain
open until the end of the 1994-95
school year, allowing its 100 majors
to graduate.
To partly replace the department
the university plans to create an interdisciplinary modern-media-studies
program in two years. The program
would not have faculty of its own, but
would draw from courses in the history, English, philosophy, psychology and sociology departments.
candidates — decide sight unseen to
travel with Adele and Early.
"Kalifornia" is a self-conscious, selfimportant piece of filmmaking that
holds its viewers hostage and exposes
them to some of the worst of humanity. But there's no insight or understanding gained about the mind of the
criminal — you might as well be
watching a store security videotape of
a violent crime being committed.

CLASSIFIEDS

^^^c^C^ening_S£ecial^!_$5 off with coupon!

(804)392-5111

Happi/ Valentine's Dai/

Penelope
(Discount 'Boutique

'Get Tfi£ P(
Gift FOIL ^oidt
Best Selection of Sterling Silver In Town
Starting at SI .99 anfJWp{

Farmville Shopping Center
(ACTOtt ROD I ('. beside I'liimale Hliiess)

1-dozen wrapped, Madame Del-bar Roses...$24.99
•Latex Balloon Bouquet (10balloons)...$4.99
• 18" Mylars...$1.99ea.
• 24" Mylars...$5.99 ea.

We also offer Cant*/ Baskets. Champagne
and ether gift items.
Our motto is to be absoJutek/ the Best!

The Best T-shirts Available.
Top-quality designs, top-quality brands,
and the best prices anywhere.
All custom artwork, all screen-printed,
and of course, all cotton.
Call Doug at 223-1724 for a price quote.

MC Visa - Discover

392-1899
Mon.-Sat. 10-6

SAL*

Call 392-4446 to place vour order now!
la lowa ilclivtty only

SALE

Harris Teeter
Southgate Shopping Center

The T-Shirt Factory
Charlottesville, Lynchburg, It Hampden-Sydney.
1J00.927.2916

*

We gladly handle ruth orders.
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Rotunda Staff Meeting:
We need you - come join
us! 4pm Lankford Office
Career Center Program:
Transferable Skills. 4pm
Poetry Reading: Marv
Stewart Hammond, 8pm.
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Tuesday
February 15

College Council Meeting: Play: As Is. 7pm, Jarman Men's Basketball: Pitt- Play: As Is. 2pm, Jarman Career Center Workshop: The Stoned Guest" by
11:20am. Amelia Room
Studio Theatre.
Johnstown, 2pm. Lancer Studio Theatre.
Interviewing Skills. 3pm Sam Savage it voice stuCareer Center Workshop:
dents, 1:15pm. Wygal
Center Orientation. 1pm LP Movie: "Sleepless in Women's Basketball: Special Olympics: 2pm, Rotunda Staff Meeting:
We need you - come join Lecture: King Salim
Play: As Is. 6:30pm, Jar- Seattle," 8 & 10:30pm. Wofford, 4:15pm. Lancer Lancer.
us! 4pm Lankford Office Khalfani. 7pm,CommonCommonwealth Ballroom
man Studio Theatre.
Play: As Is. 7pm, Jarman
LP Movie: "Sleepless in wealth Ballroom.
Faculty Colloquium: "To
Studio Theatre.
Basketball:
Seattle," 9pm. Common- Men's
Preserve and Protect; the
Mount
Olive,
7:30pm.
wealth Ballroom
Ladies of Virginia Go To
Lancer Hall
War" by Richard Couture.
Submit your event/time/place to
7:30pm, Wygal.
Box 2901 for inclusion in the
Lecture: "Meeting, DatCampus Calendar!!
ing & Relating" by Ellen

Gootblatt. 8pm,Common46
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49
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Bad
Slaw
Work the land
Melody
Gr goddess

53
54
56
57

Punta del —
Love god
Frequently
Maiden name

wealth Ballroom
"Wei yes i DiD tne ic^eworK assg^rnent. but trtajn,
um. weii. the^ i ate it"

BLACK HISTORY MONTH - THE YEAR OF THE ENVIRONMENT
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Longwood Notches 13th Straight Victory At UDC

Averages 18.3 Points S9.3 Rebounds In Three Games

Lancers Stuff Queens 100-82

Webb Repeats As
Player Of The Week

By Hoke Currle
Like a dive bomber pilot taking
aim at an enemy ship, lancer guard
De Vonne Johnson came oil the bench
and torpedoed Queens (N.C.)
College's hopes of upsetting Longwood Saturday in a men's basketball
game at Lancer Hall.
With 3:53 left in the first half, the
visiting Royals trailed Ix>ngwood by
just 29-22. In a span of 19 seconds the
lead exploded to 35-22 as Johnson hit
the bullseye twice with three- point
bombs. Sparked by Johnson, Longwood went on a 16-4 run which increased the margin to 45-26 by halftime.
Queens never surrendered, but was
unable to get closer than 10 points the
rest of the way as the Lancers won the
batde 100-82.
"DeVonne seemed to break their
(Queen's) spirit with his three-point
shots," said Longwood coach Ron
Carr.
Johnson, who averages 6.1 points
in a reserve role, has emerged as a
potent weapon off the Lancer bench.
He comes in firing and often hits the
target. A cat-quick 5-9 sophomore
from Potomac High in Woodbridge,
Johnson has scored 72 of his 115 points
from bonus territory. In all, he has
banged in 25 of 58 shots from behind
the three-point arc for 41.2 percent.
Saturday, Johnson scored 12 points
in all, hitting 3 of 4 treys. Eddie
Sbelburne, another sophomore who
has played well of late, scored 13
points off the bench against Queens,
hitting 5 of 7 shots. Johnson and
Shelburne also came up big in

Longwood's 74-68 win at Elon last
Wednesday.
"Eddie played a real good game
against Queens," said Carr. "He took
the ball to the basket."
Saturday aftemon Johnson and
Shelburne had lots of help from teammates Benji Webb (23 points, 10
boards, 5 assists), Matt Watkins (16
points, three assists, three steals),
Charles (Soup) Brown (14 points, six
assists), and Michael Druitt (10 points,
five assists).
Longwood had some anxious moments in the second half when Queens
stagcdacomcback. The Lancers committed 16 of their 22 turnovers in the
second period, much to Carr's dismay.
"In the first half we did a real good
jobpushing the ball up the floor against
thcirpress,"saidthecoach. "Wewere
able to get easy shots. But, in the
second half, we probably did just as
poor a job of taking care of the ball.
We probably threw away half our possessions."
Longwood made up for the miscues by shooting 60.7 percent (31 -50)
from the floor and nailing 32 of 49 free
throws. The Lancers hit a respectable
24 of 33 from the foul line in the
second half when Queens stretched
the final four minutes into what seemed
like an eternity.
The lancers owned a 79-58 bulge
with 4:12 to go, but Queens began
fouling and reduced the margin to 10
before Carr put most of his starters
back in the game. Webb scored to
make the Lancer total an even 100
points with four seconds to go.

Queens, which dropped to 10-9
with the loss, got an amazing performance from 6-4, 225-pound sophomore Yogi Leo Saturday. A widebody with a soft touch around the
basket, Leo hit 15 of 19 shots and
scored 35 points. With 24 of his
points coming in the second half, Leo
was unable to push the Royals back
into contention. Guard Donay
Fullwood added 18 points, five assists
and four steals for Queens.
The Royals were whistled for a
whopping 38 fouls, 24 in the second
half alone. Queens seemed determined not to let Longwood have an
uncontested shot late in the game.

Lancers Btat UPC 8S-70
I .ongwood had a successful visit to
the District of Columbia Monday
night, taking an 85-70 victory over the
host UDC Firebirds as Druitt topped
the lancers in scoring with 22 points.
Also scoring in doubles figures for
Longwood were Brown with 13 points
and eight assists, Adam Huffman and
Eddie Shelburne with 12 points each
and Webb with 10 points, five rebounds, three assists and three steals.
I.ongwood led 38-27 at the half
and was up by as much as 20 points in
the second half.
Now 16-4 with 13 consecutive victories, Longwood hosts PittsburghJohnstown Saturday at 2:00 in a
twinbill with the Longwood women's
basketball team. The lancers will
take on Wofford at 4:15. EarmvillePrince lidward Youth Association l>ay
and lancer Club Day will be observed
at (he doublchcadcr.

Women Fall 74-54 To Queens
By Greg Prouty
Longwood's women's basketball
team continued its cold shooting for
the second consecutive contest Saturday evening as the Lancers fell 74-54
to visiting Queens (N.C.) College in
lancer Hall. Coach Shirley Duncan's
squad shot just 26.3 percent (20 of 76)
from the field, including only 13.6
percent (3 of 22) from three-point
territory, en route to the lopsided defeat. The Lancers carried a record of
11 -7 into Monday night's game at the
District of Columbia.
Longwood defeated UDC 85-73
Monday night behind senior Ana
Litton's 24 points and game-high 14
rebounds. Sophomore Charily Owens
added 20 points and 10 rebounds while
junior Sara Philbrick had 13 points
and eight boards. Freshman Nikki
Hall contributed 12 points, eight assists and seven rebounds as LC rallied
from a 38-29 halftime deficit with 54
percent shooting in the second half.
LC took a 12-7 record into Thursday' s
contest at Catawba (N.C.) College.
Trailing 33-27 at halftime against
Queens, Longwood moved within 3534 with 18:50 remaining on a basket
inside by junior Kirsten Hillgaard.
The Royals would score the next nine
points though, and LC was behind 4434 at the 14:52 mark. A bucket from

freshman Nikki Hall made the score
52-42 with 8:29 to play as the hosts
could get no closer down the stretch.
QC led by as many as 28 points with
2:37 left before senior Ana Litlon
scored eight points in the final 2:11 to
provide for ihe final margin.
"It was a very ugly game, which
makes two in a row for us and I'm
quite concerned about our play," commented Duncan. "If you can't put the
ball in the basket, it really limits some
things you can do defensively.
"At this point in our season where
we should be playing better, we seem
lo be going in the other direction,"
lamented Duncan.
Litton's two-minute blitz at the
end enabled her to keep her consecutive-game streak alive in double figure scoring as she finished with a
team-high 11 points. The academic
and athletic All-America candidate
has now scored in double figures in
42-straight contests. Litton added
eight rebounds against QC.
Out since Nov. 20 with a knee
injury, junior Cassie Ensley returned
Saturday and played 29:33. Ensley, a
three-point specialist with 105 in her
career, promptly entered the contest
and drilled her first shot attempt a
three-pointer. Ensley wound up with
seven points, five rebounds, three as-

sists and 'wo steals.
Sophomore Charity Owens
grabbed a game-high 16 rebounds for
LC, adding eight points, while junior
Sara Philbrick also contributed eight
points and nine rebounds. Hillgaard
finished with six points and eight rebounds as LC outrebounded QC 6149.
Longwood traveled to Salisbury,
N.C. Thursday night for a contest with
Catawba College. LC defeated CC
86-68 Dec. 7 in lancer Hall. The
lancers return to Lancer Hall this
Saturday at 4:15 p.m. as they will host
Wofford (S.C.) College. It's another
basketball doublehcader as the LC
men host Pittsburgh-Johnstown at 2
p.m..
Longwood Television, broadcast
locally on Tele-Media Cable Channel
2. will be televising Saturday 'sdoublcheader, including the halftime exhibitions, for delayed broadcast the following week. 'Die LC men's contest
with IIPJ will be shown on channel 2
next Monday, Feb. 14 at
7 p.m., while the LC women's game
with Wofford will be shown next
Thursday, Feb. 17 at
7p.m.. Don't forget 'Longwood Athletics Weclly' each and every
Wednesday at 7 p.m. on Tele-Media
Cable Channel 2.

lancer sophomore forward Benji
Webb (Yorktown), who averaged
18.3 points and 9.3 rebounds in three
Ixmgwood men's basketball victories last week, has been named Long-

BENJI WEBB

Wrestlers Drop
Two At Duals
By Greg Prouty

Longwood's wrestling squad traveled to Davidson (N.C) College Sunday for a couple of dual-meets with
NCAA Division I opposition. Coach
Steve Nelson's grapplers wrestled well
in North Carolina but just weren't
able to hold off their more talented
foes. Longwood fell 31 -9 to Georgia
State and 38-6 to The Citadel. The
lancers will participate in the Virginia College Division Stale Championships this Sunday in Newport News
hosted by Ihe Apprentice School.
"We wrcsded as good as we can
wrestle," commented Nelson. "They
were all hard-fought matches as nobody gave up. They just had more
athletes than we did."
Against Georgia Stale, LC received
victories from freshmen Hunter Martin and Pouya Safa at 142 and 134,
respectively. Martin pinned his foe in
1:52 while Safa took a 9-3 decision.
Others wrestling for LC with losses
were freshman Will Behan at 118,
sophomore Joey Hearl at 126, freshmen Sean St. (Tair at 150 and Karl
Ebcrlyat 158. junior Bryan Hartley at
167, senior James Mauldin at 177,
junior Mark Helberg at 190 and freshman Shawn Carr at heavyweight.
Against Ihe Citadel, Martin picked
up EC's lone victory with another pin
at 142 in 2:45. Martin is now 5-4 this
semester with three pins in his last
four matches. Also wresding with
losses were Behan (118), Hearl (126),
Safa (134), St. Clair (150), Eberly
(158), sophomore Joe Main (167),
Hartley (177), Mauldin (190) and Carr
(Hwt).
Last Saturday, I C wrestled a match
against Hampden-Sydney'sclub team.
Winning matches for LC were Martin
(142), freshman Dain Hammond
(158). Eberly (167), Main (177),
Mauldin (190), Helberg (190) and Carr
(Hwt). Main, Martin and Helberg
each had pias, while the others picked
up decisions. Carr picked up his first
actual collegiate victory with a 7-3
decision. His other official win was
by forfeit earlier this year.
Ixmgwood returns to action this
Sunday in Newport News at the annual Virginia College Division Slate
Championships hosted by Ihe Apprentice School. Top threats lo claim
slate lilies for ihe lancers are Hartley
and Mauldin.

Now Long wood's top scorer (12.7
ppg.) and rebounder (6.5 rpg.), Benji
had 23 points, 10 boards, five assists
and two blocked shots in lancer Hall
Saturday against Queens. He also hit
wood I'qlltgt Playtr of the Wttk 9 of 12 shots from the floor against the
for the period Jan. 30 - Feb. 6. Player Royals.
of the Week is chosen by the Longwood sports information office. After a slow start, Benji has raised his
Webb was also "Player of the Week" shooting percentage to 57.1 from the
in early January.
floor and 70.8 from the free throw
In Lancer wins over West Vir- line. He has hit double figures in his
ginia Wesleyan 79-59, Elon 74-68 last eight contests, helping Longwood
and Queens (N.C.) 100-82. Webb run off 12 wins in a row and move its
totaled 55 points and 28 boards along season record to 15-4. The Lancers
with seven assists, five steals and were ranked fourth in the NCAA II
three blocked shots. He hit 61.8 South Atlantic Region ratings last
percent of his shots from the floor for week.
the week.
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FLOWER
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SHOP

CARTERS FLOWER SHOI
711 W. THIRD STREET

392-3151•

SUBWAY OF FARMVILLE
308 C South Main • 392-8868

si OFF
ANY
FOOTLONG
SUB OR 500
OFF
ANY 6" SUB

OFF

AUBUJRS^

One coupon per customer, per vi»l • Good at
Farmville A participating Subway location*
only • Not good with any other offer

ANY
FOOTLONG
SUB OR 500
OFF
ANY 6" SUB

One coupon per customer, per visit • Good at
Farmville k participating Subway locations
only • Not good with any other offer

Valentine's (Day!
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14th

COMPUTER SUPPLIES SALE!

10% OFF with LC ID
Featuring...
•SoundBlaster 16 Bit Audio Card Kit
with Dual Speed CD-Rom Drive all
for only $395!

•Large Stock of Varied
Computer Supplies
•Printer Cartridges

Stop in today!
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Sunglasses by
Bausch&Lomb

Lifestyles
More (

IIOK
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\c\\ styles
Tradition.
Function
Fashion
Quality
Desire
Design
hoUj statements
Subtle < omments
vvh.it you wani
Martin Optical Company. Inc.
"I"hiril Generation of |-.setare"
110 Fourth Street
*<)2 6800
10** off wiih Student II) »n tungliues!
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Remember that SOMEONE SPECIAL . .
•BALLOONS
• STUFFED ANIMALS
•VALENTINE CARDS
LONGWOOD COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
HOURS 8-5 MONDAY-FRIDAY
PHONE 395-2084

